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ABSTRACT
Foam rolling (FR) durations totaling ≤60 seconds
(s) per muscle are reported to acutely increase
flexibility and vertical jump performance. However,
limited research has investigated whether these
benefits can outlast the inactive post-warmup
preparatory period that typically separates warmups
from the start of sporting competition. 11 male
athletes (height 1.77 ± 0.09 m, body mass 78.0 ±
17.0 kg, age 22 ± 2 years) completed familiarization,
followed by 3 experimental trials in a randomized
and counterbalanced repeated measures crossover
design. Trials commenced with 5 minutes (min) of
jogging, before ankle dorsiflexion range of motion
(ADF-ROM), sit and reach (S&R), countermovement
jump (CMJ), and squat jump (SJ) baseline testing.
Participants then sat inactively for 10 min (control)
or performed lower extremity FR totaling either 30
(30 FR) or 60 s (60 FR) that targeted four agonistantagonist leg muscles. Testing was then repeated
before and after a simulated inactive 15 min postwarmup preparatory period to establish the acute
and delayed effects of FR on performance. A twoway repeated measures analysis of variance was
used to identify any significant interaction effects
between conditions (30 FR, 60 FR, control) and
timepoint (baseline, acute, delayed). No significant
condition x timepoint interaction effect was detected

for the ADF-ROM (f = 1.63, p = 0.19), S&R (f = 0.80,
p = 0.54), CMJ ((f = 0.83, p = 0.99), or SJ (f = 0.66,
p = 0.99). Therefore, FR totaling ≤60 s appears
insufficient to enhance flexibility or vertical jump
performance in male athletes.
Keywords: Self-Myofascial Release, Post-Warmup
Preparatory Period, Sit and Reach, Countermovement
Jump, Squat Jump.
INTRODUCTION
Foam rolling (FR) applies external compression
onto the fascia that surround musculotendinous
units 1. This external compression has been shown
to alter muscle and tendon compliance, with
superior joint flexibility 2–6 and performance across
vertical jump, linear speed, and multidirectional
agility testing reported in some studies following
FR 7,8, but not always in others 9–12. These potential
benefits suggest that FR could complement sporting
warmups, but little consensus exists on the minimal
FR duration necessary to elicit any potential benefits
13
. Additionally, to enhance subsequent sports
performance, the minimal duration of FR must
elicit acute benefits that can outlast an inactive
post-warmup preparatory period, which typically
separates a warmup from the start or restart of
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competition 14. Such inactive periods may impair
sports performance by decreasing core and
muscle temperature, with periods as short as 15
minutes (min) significantly decreasing both muscle
temperature and subsequent sports performance
14,15
.
Multiple studies concur that FR durations totaling ≥90
seconds (s) per muscle, which are typically performed
by completing multiple shorter sets (i.e., 3 x 30 s),
appear to increase flexibility of the hip 4, knee 6, and
ankle 5. In addition, one study using roller massage, a
similar technique to FR, reported isometric maximal
voluntary contraction (MVC) torque increased in the
tibialis anterior 16. Mechanisms proposed to explain
the increased joint flexibility are the generation of
heat caused by the friction created during FR, and
the application of mechanical stress from FR onto
the fascia 17. This might cause the fascia to change
from a more viscous and solid resting state, into
a compliant state that promotes greater flexibility
17
. In addition, FR might cause phosphorylation
of the myosin regulatory light chains, providing a
potential mechanism that explains the observed
increase in MVC torque 16. Importantly, following
20 min of inactivity, acute improvements in ankle
dorsiflexion have been reported to remain above
controls performing no FR 5. Therefore, performing
FR totaling ≥90 s has been shown to elicit benefits,
such as enhanced flexibility, which persist between
the warmup and start/restart of competition. The
ecological validity of spending ≥90 s per muscle
group in a time constrained warmup however
remains questionable. Nevertheless, it is less known
whether the same acute benefits can be elicited with
FR durations totaling <90 s per muscle. A review of
73 papers suggests this might be possible, advising
that FR for 3 x 30-120 s per muscle appears most
optimal for increasing flexibility 18. This is important
because understanding the minimal FR duration
necessary to induce positive acute effects could
assist practitioners to optimize pre-competition and
halftime practices.
The acute effects of FR totaling <90 s remains
equivocal, with little research so far investigating
whether <90 s can outlast an inactive post-warmup
preparatory period. Studies examining both
recreational individuals and competitive athletes
have highlighted little to no improvement in knee
extension or quadriceps flexibility after 60 s of FR
11,12
, nor superior vertical jump height 2,9,10. However,
within collegiate athletes, hip flexibility significantly
increased following 60 s of FR 2, and vertical jump
height significantly improved following FR totaling
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30 s 8. Furthermore, just 10 s of roller massage,
has been reported to increase sit and reach test
performance with no detrimental effect on hamstring
MVC torque 19. Such contradictory findings therefore
make the acute effect, and especially the delayed
effect beyond any inactive post-warmup preparatory
period, of FR totaling <90 s inconclusive.
The discrepancies between research implementing
shorter durations of FR activity on performance
could be attributed to the targeted muscle groups.
Research reporting improved flexibility following
FR totaling <90 s per muscle targeted agonistantagonist muscle pairs 2, while most studies found
little to no effects when targeting only the antagonists
11,12
. The improved flexibility might theoretically have
resulted from reciprocal inhibition, a phenomenon
whereby targeting agonists results in the inhibition of
antagonist motor neurons to increase joint flexibility 20.
This reciprocal inhibition was previously suggested
to contribute to improved flexibility following agonistantagonist FR totaling 180 s 3. Therefore, given
the proposed efficacy of agonist-antagonist FR,
further investigation is required to establish the
effect of shorter FR durations (<90 s per muscle),
with a specific focus on agonist-antagonist muscle
pairs. Additionally, despite some studies reporting
FR totaling <90 s acutely improved vertical jump
height 8, it remains unknown if any benefit from FR
of reduced durations can outlast a typical inactive
post-warmup preparatory period. Therefore, the aim
of this study was to investigate the acute effects of
short FR durations on flexibility and vertical jump
performance, as well as whether any acute effects
could outlast a simulated inactive post-warmup
preparatory period of 15 min.
METHODS
Design
A repeated measures crossover design was
employed (figure 1). Participants completed one
familiarization and 3 experimental trials between
1900 and 2030 hours, which were each separated
by at least 48 hours rest. Familiarization involved
completing one trial utilizing an identical protocol
to the experimental trials. Experimental trials began
with 5 min of jogging at a standardized pace,
before a flexibility and vertical jump testing battery
(baseline). This testing battery was performed in
the fixed order of ankle dorsiflexion range of motion
(ADF-ROM), sit and reach (S&R) for hip and lower
back flexibility, countermovement jump (CMJ), and
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squat jump (SJ). Such fixed ordering adhered to
recommendations from the National Strength and
Conditioning Association to perform flexibility testing
before vertical jump testing 21. Participants were then
randomized into 3 groups that performed total FR
durations of 0 (control), 30 (30 FR), or 60 s (60 FR)
in a counterbalanced order across the experimental
trials. The testing battery was then immediately
repeated to identify any acute effects of FR (acute),
which was then followed by participants remaining
seated for 15 min to simulate an inactive postwarmup preparatory period. The testing battery was
then repeated immediately after the simulated postwarmup preparatory period (delayed), to establish
whether any acute effects from FR could outlast 15
min of inactivity. For all testing, the maximum score
from 3 recorded attempts was used for statistical
analysis.

Figure 1. Study flow chart.

Participants
The study received institutional ethical approval
from the Northumbria University Health and Life
Sciences Research Ethics Committee and was
conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki.
After receiving verbal and written explanation of the
study, 11 male athletes (stature 1.77 ± 0.09 m, body
mass 78.0 ± 17.0 kg, age 22 ± 2 years, ≥ 6 months
amateur boxing experience) provided their written
informed consent to take part. All participants had
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no current lower extremity injury nor any experience
of undertaking structured FR. Participants also
completed current UK physical activity guidelines of
at least 150 min moderate or 75 min vigorous weekly
aerobic activity 22.
Procedures
All groups performed an initial warmup of jogging
around a 10 meters2 (m2) square marked out with
cones for 5 min. The speed was standardized by
an online metronome (8notes.com, Red Balloon
Technology Ltd, St Albans, UK) to 132 beat/min, by
instructing participants to coincide their steps with
the beat.
Following the initial warmup, 3 attempts at each
baseline flexibility and vertical jump test were
performed. All measures of flexibility were performed
wearing no footwear, and vertical jump tests were
completed in the same footwear between trials. For
the ADF-ROM, participants placed their longest
toe, either the hallux or second toe, against a wall
and then flexed the corresponding knee until it
contacted the wall 23. The longest toe was then
moved progressively further away from the wall until
the knee could not flex for the patella to touch the
wall. The furthest distance between the longest toe
and the wall, where knee flexion could still enable
the patella to touch the wall, was measured to the
nearest 0.1 centimeter (cm). This was done using
an inextensible tape measure placed perpendicular
to the wall, with all readings taken from the most
distal aspect of the longest toe. For the S&R test,
participants placed their feet at the base of a S&R
box (Cranlea, Birmingham, UK). Whilst keeping both
knees extended, participants reached forward with
interlocking hands. The furthest distance reached
was then recorded to 0.5 cm 24.
Vertical jump testing was measured to 0.1 cm using
an Opto Jump (Microgate, Bolzano, Italy), which
was connected to a laptop computer (Idea Pad 510,
Lenovo, North Carolina, USA) running Opto Jump
Next (Microgate, Bolzano, Italy). Participants started
with their feet approximately shoulder width apart and
hands placed on hips. During the CMJ, participants
squatted to a self-selected depth (established
during
familiarization)
before
immediately
jumping vertically for maximum height. For the SJ,
participants squatted to a 90° knee angle that was
measured by a goniometer (Cranlea, Birmingham,
UK), this position was held for 3 s, before jumping
vertically for maximum height. During both CMJ and
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SJ jumps, participants were instructed to maintain
knee and hip extension during flight, with slight knee
and hip flexion permitted upon landing. Jumps were
excluded if the participant’s hands did not remain on
hips, or flexion of the hips or knees occurred during
the flight phase.
Following the initial warmup, baseline flexibility, and
vertical jump tests, FR conditions were performed
with a Grid Foam Roller (Trigger Point, Porcheville,
France) targeting muscles in the fixed order of left
then right gastrocnemius, hamstrings, quadriceps,
and tibialis anterior. Muscles were targeted
unilaterally, with the non-targeted limb being placed
above the targeted limb to maximize compression.
During FR, participants placed both hands on the
floor for stability, and moved their body forwards
and backwards over the foam roller. This movement
speed was standardized by the online metronome to
40 beat/min and the participants were encouraged
to maintain their full body mass over the foam roller
whilst performing FR. The 30 FR condition involved
two sets of 15 s per muscle (4 min total FR), while the
60 FR condition involved two sets of 30 s per muscle
(8 min total FR). The control condition involved
participants remaining seated for 10 min.
The reliability of each test was determined prior to
formal testing during a pilot study (table 1). 6 male
participants (height 1.74 ± 0.11 m, body mass
75.3 ± 10.5 kg, age 25 ± 8 years), completed 2
trials separated by 48 hours. These trials involved
completing 5 min of standardized jogging and then
one testing battery, both using identical procedures
as described above for ADF-ROM, S&R, CMJ,
and SJ. Test-retest reliability was then determined
through calculating typical error as the standard
deviation of the difference score between trials
divided by the square root of 2 25.
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Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS
(SPSS Statistics v26, IBM, New York, USA), with
significance set at p < 0.05. Normal distribution of
data was confirmed using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test. A paired sample t-test identified no difference
between the left and right leg ADF-ROM at baseline
(p = 0.65). As a result, the mean of the right and
left leg was used during subsequent analysis.
Sphericity was assessed using Mauchly’s test, with
non-violations interpreted using assumed sphericity
and violations interpreted with Greenhouse-Geisser
corrections. A two-way repeated measures analysis
of variance was then used to identify a significant
interaction effect between FR condition (30 FR, 60
FR, control) and timepoint (baseline, acute, delayed).
Where a significant interaction effect was detected,
post hoc analysis using least significant difference
was performed and a 95% confidence interval (CI)
calculated. Effect size was also determined for
any significant interaction effects using Hedge’s g,
which were categorized as <0.2 trivial, 0.2-0.6 small,
0.6-1.2 moderate, 1.2-2.0 large, 2.0-4.0 very large,
and >4.0 extremely large 26. All data is presented as
M ± SD difference, f value, p value, 95% CI, and g.
RESULTS
No significant FR condition x timepoint interaction
effect was detected for the ADF-ROM distance
(f = 1.63, p = 0.19), S&R distance (f = 0.80, p =
0.54), CMJ height (f = 0.83, p = 0.99), or SJ height
(f = 0.66, p = 0.99; figure 2). There was also no FR
condition effect measured across all timepoints for
either the ADF-ROM distance (f = 2.00, p = 0.16),
S&R distance (f = 0.01, p = 0.99), CMJ height (f =
0.22, p = 0.80), or SJ height (f = 1.05, p = 0.37;
figure 2).

Table 1. Inter-trial typical error for each test determined from 2 trials separated by 48 hours inactivity, as well as
group averages from each trial.

Test

Trial 1 (cm)

Trial 2 (cm)

ADF-ROM distance
S&R distance
CMJ height
SJ height

9.3 + 3.8
20.8 + 5.1
31.8 + 7.7
30.4 + 6.8

9.7 + 3.2
19.4 + 6.4
33.7 + 6.5
30.6 + 4.7

Inter-Trial TE
(cm)
1.8
1.5
1.4
1.7

Note. Trial 1 and 2 values are M + SD, TE = typical error, ADF-ROM = ankle dorsiflexion range of motion, S&R = sit
and reach, CMJ = countermovement jump, SJ = squat jump.
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Figure 2. Effects of 60 s (60 FR), 30 s (30 FR) and no FR (control) on 11 male athlete’s flexibility and
jump performance. Participants performed measures of ankle dorsiflexion range of motion (ADFROM), sit and reach (S&R), countermovement jump (CMJ), and squat jump (SJ), prior to FR (baseline), immediately following FR (acute), and following 15 min of inactivity (delayed). * = significant
time effect verses baseline, ** = significant time effect verses baseline and acute.

No significant main effect was detected for the ADFROM distance (f = 2.32, p = 0.13) across all FR
conditions, significant time effects were detected for
the S&R distance (f = 6.58, p = 0.02), CMJ height
(f = 18.33, p = 0.01), and SJ height (f = 27.89, p =
0.01, figure 2). Significant increases in S&R distance
of trivial effect size were detected across all 3 FR
conditions from baseline to acute (1.5 ± 0.1 cm, p
= 0.03, 95% CI [0.2, 2.8] cm, g = 0.19) and from
baseline to delayed (1.4 ± 0.2 cm, p = 0.02, 95%
CI [0.2, 2.5] cm, g = 0.18). However, no significant
difference was detected across all 3 FR conditions
from acute to delayed (0.2 ± 0.1 cm, p = 0.46, 95%
CI [-0.2, 0.6] cm, g = 0.02).
Significant decreases in CMJ height, of small effect,
occurred across all FR conditions from baseline to
acute (-1.2 ± 0.7 cm, p = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.5, -2.0]
cm, g = 0.24) and from baseline to delayed (-1.6 ±
0.8 cm, p = 0.01, 95% CI [-1.0, -2.2] cm, g = 0.30).
However, no significant difference was detected
across all 3 FR conditions between acute and
delayed (-0.3 ± 0.1 cm, p = 0.24, 95% CI [-0.8, 0.5]
cm, g = 0.06). Likewise, significant decreases in SJ
height, of small effect, were detected from baseline
to acute (-1.0 ± 0.2 cm, p = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.6, -1.5]
cm, g = 0.20) and from baseline to delayed (-1.7 ±
0.0 cm, p = 0.01, 95% CI [-1.1, -2.4] cm, g = -0.32).

A further significant, trivial, decrease in SJ height
was also detected between acute and delayed (-0.7
± 0.2 cm, p = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.2, -1.2] cm, g = 0.13).
DISCUSSION
This study investigated the acute effects of FR
durations totaling 30 and 60 s on flexibility and vertical
jump performance, and whether any detected acute
effects could outlast a simulated inactive postwarmup preparatory period. The key findings were
that, despite targeting agonist-antagonist muscle
pairs, neither 30 FR or 60 FR induced any differential
effects on flexibility or jump performance when
compared to no FR.
It has previously been suggested that discrepancies
between previous literature, which have reported no
effect 11,12 or a positive effect 2 of short duration (<60
s) FR on flexibility, might be attributable to differences
in FR protocols. Specifically, some of these studies
have targeted muscles in isolation 11,12 rather than
agonist-antagonist muscle groups 2. It has previously
been hypothesized that targeting agonist-antagonist
muscle pairs might potentially increase flexibility via
inducing reciprocal inhibition 3. However, despite
targeting lower body agonist-antagonist muscle
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groups, the current study reported no effect of 30 FR
or 60 FR on ADF-ROM or S&R, which contrasts with
previous findings 2. Interestingly, compared to the
current study, previous research utilized a textured
foam roller (The Rumble Roller) with raised nodules
that is thought to stimulate deeper layers of muscle
tissue 2. Therefore, future research should establish
whether the type of foam roller, and therefore the
depth of FR, might influence the acute effects
induced by FR totaling 30-60 s. Although conflicting
findings exist 2,27, a recent systematic review of 14
studies observed that higher density foam rollers
appear to increase flexibility greater than softer
density foam rollers due to increased compression
of the fascia 7. Likewise, the compressive forces
induced by FR increase when participants body
mass is higher compared to lower, and the device
moves proximally compared to distally.12,28 Future
research should therefore perform FR with force
plates to further quantify these forces and compare
inter-participant differences.
The finding that neither CMJ or SJ height increased
following 30 FR or 60 FR within the current study,
concur with previous studies who report no increase
in CMJ height following FR totaling 30-60 s, when
compared to controls 2,9,10. Specifically, other
research reported no difference in CMJ height were
reported following FR totaling 60 s in comparison
to dynamic stretching or no treatment conditions
2
. Additionally, no improvement in CMJ height
was noted after FR totaling 30 s verses controls
performing planking exercises 9, or in comparison to
controls mimicking FR movements on skateboards
10
. Interestingly, research reporting unchanged
CMJ height investigated FR in isolation, without any
additional warmup activities 2,9,10, whereas research
reporting increased vertical jump height combined
FR with dynamic stretching 8. It has been reported
that performing FR totaling 60 s, without any other
additional warmup activities, resulted in no increase
in muscle temperature or muscle contractility
(tensiomyography) 12. Although the current study did
not investigate the mechanisms behind isolated FR,
it is known that an increase in muscle temperature
correlates positively with force production 29.
Therefore, it can be speculated that the duration of
FR activity, performed in isolation, within the current
study might not have been long enough to increase
muscle temperature and enhance CMJ and SJ
height. Thus, future research could investigate
if the mechanisms that underpin isolated FR are
influenced by duration.
Although the current study did detect significant
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time effects for S&R distance, CMJ height, and SJ
height, irrespective of FR condition, these findings
should be interpreted cautiously. This is because
the means of all but one detected effect were
less than typical error, implying that most of these
detected effects were below the test’s measurement
error. Specifically, after applying typical error, only
the mean CMJ decrease from baseline to delayed
appears above the measurement error. In contrast,
neither the mean CMJ height decrease between
baseline and acute timepoints, nor any of the
S&R increases or SJ decreases detected across
timepoints were above typical error.
To independently identify the effect of FR activity the
current study investigated FR in an isolated context,
however it should be noted that other activities
would typically be included within a well-structured
warmup prior to sporting competition 30. These would
likely include dynamic stretches, as well as higher
intensity sport specific exercises that could influence
subsequent competitive performance 30. Albeit
limited, previous research has reported that when 30
s of FR is combined with dynamic stretching vertical
jump height is enhanced 8. Consequently, further
research is required to establish whether, when
integrated as part of a traditional warmup, performing
FR for shorter durations might enhance performance
and outlast the post-warmup preparatory period. In
addition, it also remains the case that a sporting
warmup must prepare the athlete psychologically
for the demands of subsequent competition 31. The
psychological effects from FR were not investigated
in the current study and have also so far received
limited attention within the literature. Although not
utilizing FR, research investigating stretching found
that participants believed their flexibility and vertical
jump performance would increase after either static
or dynamic stretching, despite no physiological
effect on flexibility or muscle function subsequently
being detected 32. Consequently, this warrants
investigation in future research because any positive
psychological findings could provide an alternative
rational for including short duration FR within a
sporting warmup.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, FR durations totaling 30 or 60
s, targeting agonist-antagonist muscle pairs,
demonstrated no increase in measures of flexibility
or vertical jump performance beyond those achieved
by an inactive control condition. The inclusion
of such short durations of FR within a warmup
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therefore remains questionable and requires further
investigation before clear guidelines can be devised.
9.
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